
II/23/76 

Dear George (and iiruhm); 

Sorry about tht- confusion or mix. in Vv.: art department. Washin
gton explaieed 

it to ms. It is oily the chaiLes not made that still need changi
ng. 

I'm clutte pleased at how clear the blues are and appreciate the 
effort someone 

indicated with the unclear documeats, to check the camera copy. 
Under the circumataaces 

what you did with the cover is marvelous. don t see how you cou
ld bring it out that 

well. Please thank a someoae for me.I'va left thise extra, marked
 blues as they wore. 

Oa the cover, back, in the copy I have some of the tying is not 
as clear as I 

think it Can be. it can go like this. I know the kind 
of copy it cores from. brt I'd 

appreciate your checkihr, it to see if the clarity
 can be improved. The bottom 'art of 

the "s" seems/ to be mifuTix,,7. from "simthereens." 

p. 2 , typographical error. Aew Copy attached or make tray sporition with existing 

*native. The iadicated lice:, delete. I think this was on what got lost is the art 

department. 

p. 4, typo, new copy for line attached. 

pp. 264 and 286 Agra out of order. I realize thia u.ay just 
hvel boa' a slipup 

rhea the blues were assembled but please bo.sure. I once had a book that was printed 

with two pages out of order and had to be reprinted. I found th
em both in the avedix. 

To this point thepages are numbered accurately. The *umbering ca
n be followed. 

Whore there is a more serious problem coarser: from the loss of the
m copy in your art 

department. Is the original edition there are two pages that are to be out in this mme. 

They are 295 and 296. They are replaced new copy you did shoot. 
The negatives for the 

sew pages 295 and 296 are included and are okay. If you check the old book you'll see the 

two pages to come oat. i haves also marked those two blues "omit" and have paper-clipped 

them together. I think one of your people was somewhat aware of this from the little 

slip of paper I have left where it was. 

I'm taking 303 ahead of 302 because the problem oa 302 is connec
ted with others. 

on 303 the amber itself was reduced with the copy and was in place when the reductioa 

was made OR the copy. The page number should be about 7/8" lower that it is. Compare this 

blue with those next to it and you'll sae. It can go this way but i
t will look fusny. The 

page &amber will be too far up from the bottom and too small to read. Also, Ammo check 

the negative itself against the copy. I know the copy was a poor zeros. 
This is a CIA 

document and they specialise in that. However; if what is missing OR the blue in the 

right margin is not missing from the copy this negative should b
e reshot. The same redaction 

will give enough space, I's sure. There is about a half-inch sore to the 
average page and 

because this is a right-hand one the copy can eftend past the normal half
-ihch marginaf 

the original copy is this way of course you can t do anything. If you have to type an 

new number 303 don't worry if the face is different. But your art dept should be able to 

refire', amid replace this one. 

The major problem begins, with the first paragraph on page 302. This is in what the 

art department lost. At the least andperhaps all the correctioa is th
e removal of the 

last sentence in this paragraph. I've indickLihis on the blues.
 This means remskieg 

the pages beginaingh hers, a shift of aboutT115 lilies up oa the balance of this pag
e, 

On 304 and on 305. 303 is a facsimile. 

Oa 305 a corrected paragraph is duplicated. As my mark on the blase indicates 
it is 

the 4th full paragraph that should comes out. This means that 8 more lines are
 picked 

up at the bones of this page from the top of 306 and thus to the end. If your
 art dept. 

fiadeshat is missing I'm sure this will show. I can tell because we got a b
atch of bad 

ribbons and had no time to await their replacement. 



You °mot do anything about this difference in indsksein bleakness as we could Rot. 
Howsver, it has helped me in reading these blues. From this I have spotted two more 
slight errors that are corrected oa the nissiag new copy. If they cannot be made it is 
not serious. If they can it will be better. These are indicated os the blues 

on page 307, line 6, the fourth word from the *ad is "then" rather than "the." In 
the first word in the last line of this paragraph 1  believe I corrected the "4" in 
"these. " Not important if you do not find the copy. 

Wiu.hiegtom's auggestioe, whin may have been yours, is that you casks times correctoims 
and then send them to me. I'd npprftciate n duplicate of them so I can the* correct the 
cards of the imam that will be at least the last two pages. W. will th.n provide the 
two pages that irmissixig, as my letter of 10/22 saym.It ould be better to have a 
second net beginning with page 302 for comparison with the cards. Otherwise there is 
increased possibility of our making errors. Once we have these pages corrected the 
seeding of these two iimal 01108 should be no more than an overnight job. They should 
go back to you is tha meat day's mail. Until thi,; ie typed, however, wk, do not know if 

may hay to z AXii,4 of the blank apace there will be at the bottom of 310 likea the 
liftitig is completed bulnAeg on p. 302. 

Sorry about this. 7Div2ver, I do want to thank you all for what seems to be a real 
ad a successful effort to do the best possible with poor oopy. 

61noerely, 

herald Weisberg 
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HEREWITH THE FOLLOWING MATERIAL: 

HEREWITH SENDING CAMERA COPY AND 3M COLOR KEY FOR COVER 

AND DYLUX PRINTS FOR TEXT. PLEASE OK AND/OR MAKE ANY 

CORRECTIONS ON PRINTS THAT YOU MAY FIND NECESSARY AND 

RETURN ALL TO ME AS SOON AS POSSIBLE. 

THANK-YOU. 

GJF.pmn 

Customer's copy 
GBCo. Form 203-A 


